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We would love to hear from you! For issues, let us know through the
Report a Problem option in the upper right-hand corner of either the

installer or the Visual Studio IDE itself. The icon is located in the upper
right-hand corner. You can make a product suggestion or track your
issues in the Visual Studio Developer Community, where you can ask

questions, find answers, and propose new features. You can also get free
installation help through our Live Chat support. View or display any

number of NDI video sources across your network. Incredibly powerful
and versatile, NDI Studio Monitor runs on any compatible laptop or

workstation, and allows you to see any available NDI channel in real
time, arrange multiple NDI channels for live monitoring, and deploy

instances for a range of professional signage and display applications.
Using the Analog Discovery Studio 4 is easy; the unique graphical user
interface includes familiar functionality that provides the same tools for
analysis as other common data acquisition software. Unlike other data
acquisition applications, the Analog Discovery Studio has a dynamic

waveform editor that allows the user to edit and view waveforms live as
they are being acquired. As with any microscope, you should download
the latest version of the WaveForms Software Development Kit (SDK)

that is necessary to connect your model to the Analog Discovery Studio.
If you have a model that is not supported by the latest SDK, it should

work by adapting the code to use the current SDK features. WaveForms
is the free software application for the Analog Discovery Studio and

enables use of the available analog and digital instruments. The software
has been refined by customer feedback for over 10 years and features a

computer and laptop friendly user interface that has the feel of
traditional benchtop software. The Analog Discovery Studio

communicates with WaveForms via a USB connection to your computer,
allowing users to capture, record, analyze, and generate mixed signal
and mixed domain waveforms. WaveForms can be downloaded and

installed in under 60 seconds and can be tested without hardware using
its demo mode feature. In addition to the use of instruments in the

application, the WaveForms application has a script editor tool, which
allows custom scripting of the instrument in JavaScript. WaveForms is

designed to be run on a laptop or desktop computer and is Mac,
Windows, and Linux compatible.
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Upload the CSV data you exported from the Analog Discovery Studio.
Make sure all rows are uploaded, and that the machine name you

used was the LDAP machine name that was configured for your user.
Click on Update, then Start, then Stop. The Analog Discovery Studio

supports the following instruments: Power Supply Power Inverter
Digital Logic Analyzer Waveform Generator Waveform Generator
Pattern Generator Digital Circuit Simulator Waveform Generator
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